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ADVERTISEMENT

The Detroit Pistons jumped into free-agency feet first after testing the

waters, striking a deal with Atlanta Hawks forward Josh Smith to a four-year,

$54 million deal, sources tell The Detroit News.

The deal could rise to $56 million if Smith reaches performance incentives

but for the moment, he’ll be making $13.5 million per season to play both

forward spots for the Pistons, immediately turning them into a more athletic

and dynamic team.

The Pistons were first at Smith’s door in Los Angeles at the dawn of free

agency, at 12:01 AM Monday morning, making clear their intentions to be a

real player in free agency with over $20 million in cap space.

And Saturday, they got their man.

He’ll play up front with Greg Monroe and Andre Drummond and with

Drummond, the duo will be among the league’s best at finishing above the

rim and erasing shots as both average around two blocks each per 36

minutes.
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Sources say the Detroit Pistons struck a deal w ith Atlanta Haw ks forw ard Josh Smith to a four-year, $54 million deal. (Kevin C.
Cox/Getty Images)
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Smith has never been an All-Star, but fills up the stat sheet like no other

player aside from Miami Heat forward LeBron James. Like James, Smith

came straight from high school to play for his hometown Hawks and grew

with the franchise as it did.

Smith, 27, averaged 17.8 points, 8.4 rebounds and 4.2 assists in 76 games

for the Hawks last season, on par with his numbers since coming into his

own.

In 2011-12, he averaged 18.8 points, 9.6 rebounds, 3.9 assists and 1.7

blocks but wasn’t selected by the coaches to be a reserve for the Eastern

Conference All-Stars, often playing in the shadow of former teammate Joe

Johnson, who’s now a member of the Brooklyn Nets.

With the Pistons, the immensely talented Smith gets a fresh start, away

from home and the criticism that came with it. Fans used to groan at Smith’s

sometimes-questionable shot selection, begging him to drive more to the

basket than settling for taking perimeter jumpers, the weakest part of his

offensive package.

What Smith can do, however, is provide the Pistons with aspects they’ve

seriously lacked in recent years--as well as dispelling the notion no

marquee free agent wants to play in Detroit.

He’s one of the most athletic players in the league, a devastating finisher

and underrated in his post play and playmaking abilities. In signing Smith,

it’s clear the Pistons want to become a more uptempo team, especially

considering if Smith plays with Monroe and Drummond, floor spacing will be

hard to come by.

The Pistons clearly had two objectives after the season in terms of

personnel: Get more athletic and have better shooting. Drafting Kentavious

Caldwell-Pope helps with the shooting and signing the uber-athletic Smith

changes their identity.
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